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Man of la Mancha
Jefferson College
Theatre After Dark
presents
MAN OF LA MANCHA
By Dale Wasserman
Music by Mitch Leigh   Lyrics by Joe Darion
8:30 p.m.    July 29-31, 1976    Outdoor Theatre

Locale: Spain at the end of the sixteenth century. A prison in the city of Seville and various places in the imagination of Miguel De Cervantes.

(There will be no intermission)

MUSICAL NUMBERS

Man of La Mancha
(I, Don Quixote)
It's All the Same
Dulcinea
I'm Only Thinking of Him

I Really Like Him
Little Bird, Little Bird
Barber's Song
Golden Helmet of Mambrino

To Each His Dulcinea
The Quest
(The Impossible Dream)
The Combat

CAST

Don Quixote (Cervantes)
Sancho
Aldonza
The Innkeeper (The Governor)
Dr. Carrasco (The Duke)
The Padre
Antonia
The Housekeeper
The Muleteers:

Pedro
Anselmo
Jose
Paco
Tenorio
Juan
Julio
The Horses

The Barber
Captain of the Inquisition
Maria, the Innkeeper's Wife
Fermina, a Serving Girl
Guards and Men of the Inquisition
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Clarinet
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Trumpet
Richard G. Kyburz
John E. Owen

Produced by special arrangement with Tams-Witmark Music Library, Inc.